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Digitizing Idenies Doing Ideny In
The pandemic put a spotlight on the work IDEMIA has been doing around digital identity and contactless biometrics. Now, its North American CEO is looking to accelerate that work post-Covid.
IDEMIA CEO looks to accelerate digital identity business post-pandemic
In just a minute, the video did a brilliant job of showing me the identity I would form as a result of being a Singapore Airlines flight attendant. What followed after that day was a challenging ...
Storytelling: The Nudge To A New Identity
Today’s columnist, Eric Haller of Experian, says now that society has grown more reliant on services like online grocery shopping and telehealth as a result of the pandemic, companies need to invest ...
Digital Identity: Establish safety while maintaining convenience
The way citizens in the European Union use and manage their digital identities and digital security could change significantly due to new EU regulations.
EU digital wallet to lower friction around identity authentication
Ilan Maytal, chief data officer of AU10TIX, told PYMNTS that as apps and devices and eCommerce gain use, we’ll need layers of authentication to keep us safe.
A Continuous ‘Layered Approach’ Will Be The Next Generation For Identity Defense
Now more than ever, digital trust is what makes the world go round. Why? Because the global pandemic has created a dramatic shift to online everything. At the same time, digital transformation has ...
Anchoring Digital Trust with Real Identity
Biometric Update recently interviewed Lord Christopher Holmes of Richmond MBE about the state of digital identity in the UK.
Lord Holmes discusses state of digital identity in the UK
Novatiq, the only privacy-first identity solution to leverage first-party telco operator intelligence, has released an in-depth report into the strategic options available to telecommunications ...
Telco Intelligence and the Future of Digital Identity: Detailed Strategic Report Released by Novatiq
Blockchain based digital identity solution, Connect ID, from Australia's eftpos Group to serve as new Fintech unit.
Blockchain based Digital Identity Solution, Connect ID, from Australia’s eftpos Group to Serve as New Fintech Unit
Apple will soon be offering to digitize your identity. Would you trust the technology and how concerned are you about privacy?
Apple pushes ahead with digital identity services
Luxury brands used to avoid ecommerce marketplaces like the plague. Makers of $5,000 handbags didn’t want to appear in a shopping basket alongside paper towels and diapers. Marketplaces like Amazon ...
Marketplace Mayhem: A New Challenge for Brand Identity Kits
The Secure Identity Alliance believes that a trusted legal identity is essential to protecting people's rights, fostering social inclusion and supporting economic growth.
Mitigating the risk of chip shortage in the global identity sector
ID.me, an identity verification platform provider, has achieved a Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program moderate authorization to operate for its Identity Gateway, a shared service for ...
FedRAMP authorizes identity verification service
The swag ranged from dozens of MacBooks and iPhones, a $35,000 Rolex watch and multiple pieces of jewelry, and actual bitcoin too.
Identity thief used burner phones and Apple Pay to buy diamond-encrusted bitcoin medallion — and $600K in luxury goods
Data privacy is an issue for both consumers and brands alike, and each has different considerations when it comes to data collection ...
Identity resolution and customer journeys in the age of privacy
OnePlus, Realme, Oppo, and Vivo -- to not lose their identity, which is currently at risk as they slowly become one.
Oppo, Realme, Vivo, and OnePlus are in the midst of an identity crisis
Shamsh Hadi, CEO of ZorroSign, Inc. - a technology company based in Phoenix, AZ, today endorsed legislation introduced last week in the U.S. House ...
ZorroSign Endorses Bill That Would Improve Digital Identity Within The US Federal Government
Trust Swiftly launches the first-ever identity verification platform featuring 15 different methods of authentication that safely approves real e-commerce customers while stopping fraudsters fast. By ...
Identity Verification Company Trust Swiftly Launches Its Robust Platform to Increase E-commerce Fraud Prevention
Gossip Girl and Gossip Girl reboot spoilers follow. The Gossip Girl reboot kicked off on HBO Max yesterday (July 8), with the first episode already revealing who is taunting the New York elites from ...
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